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Consider 
dx 
-g- = 0-G JV), 
2 = Qb, JJ), 
(1.1) 
where P, Q are analytic at the origin 0 = (0,O). Assume that the origin 0 
is an isolated critical point of (1.1). Let J(P, Q) denote the Jacobian of 
Pb, y) and Qb, Y), i.e., 
g (x, 4’) 
J(P, Q)= aQ 
jy (X3 I’) $ (A J’) 
In [ 11, J. Cronin gave the following lemma (see [ 1, Lemma 11). 
LEMMA. If J(P, Q) > 0 in a neighborhood of the critical point 0 of (1.1 ), 
then 0 has no hyperbolic sectors. 
In the present paper we shall give an example which shows that the 
above lemma does not hold. 
EXAMPLE. We consider the Lienard system 
z = Q(x, y) = - g(x) = -x3, 
(1.2) 
where F(x) = -$x2, g(x) = x3. 
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We shall prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. For the system (1.2), the origin 0 has at least one hyper- 
bolic sector. 
Proof. First, from dy/dt = -x3 # 0 for x # 0, it follows that the trajec- 
tories of (1.2) have monotonicity about the y-coordinate in the right half 
plane and in the left half plane, respectively. Moreover, it is easy to see that 
F(x) is an even function, and g(x) is an odd function. Hence, if (x(t), v(t)) 
is a solution of (1.2), (-x(-t), JT( -t)) is also a solution of (1.2); that is, 
the trajectories defined by (1.2) have mirro_r symmetry about the y-axis. 
Further, it is easy to verify that y= -(,/2/2)x’ is an integral curve of 
(1.2); it is made up of one positive semi-trajectory + tending to the origin 
as t + + ~KZ and one negative semi-trajectory - tending to the origin as 
t + - 130. Construct a circle K with the center 0 and the radius p = 1. Let 
the boundary 8K intersect the x-axis at M and M’, the y-axis at G and N, 
the I’+ at R’, and the 1~~ at R (see Fig. 1). 
By monotonicity, the trajectory passing through each point of M and M’ 
does not tend to the origin, nor does the trajectory passing through each 
point on the segmental arc M’GM of aK. Consider the open segmental arc 
MPR of dK. We now distinguish two cases 
(I) The trajectory passing through each point of this arc does not tend 
to the origin. Then, by symmetry, the trajectory passing through each point 
on the open segmental arc M’P’R’ of 8K also does not tend to the origin. 
Thus the region enclosed by the trajectory arc RO, the trajectory arc R’O, 
FIGURE 1 
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and the segmental arc R’GR of i?K is a hyperbolic sector of dK (see 
P, P. 1631). 
(II) There is at least one point S in the open segmental arc MPR of aK 
such that the negative semi-trajectory -(S) passing through S tends to the 
origin as t-t -w. Let @=x2+j~‘-1=0. Then 
d@ - 
dt MPR 
=2x.[u(l-x2)+~?r2]>2x. vf+ -1x2(1-x2)+~x2 1 
This means that the segmental arc MPR of i?K is an arc without contact. 
Thus y -~ (S) remains in K for decreasing time. 
Set 
b ~~ = {SE the closed segmental arc MPR of IX y - (S) 
tends to the origin as t -+ - co }. 
It is easy to show that b- is a closed set on the closed segmental arc MPR 
of aK. In fact, suppose the sequence (S,, Sz, . . . . S,,, . ..} has a limit point S, 
on MPR. By continuity, it follows that the negative semi-trajectory passing 
through S, must remain in K for decreasing time and tend to the origin as 
t + - co. Hence the point S, is in the set b --. Therefore there must be on 
the segmental arc MPR of i?K an extreme right point of b-, which is 
denoted by P. 
Similarly, if we let 
b + = {S E the closed segmental arc M’P’R’ of JK: y +(S) 
tends to the origin as t --) + GO }, 
then there must be on the segmental arc M’P’R’ of dK an extreme left 
point of b + which is denoted by P’. 
Let y-(P) denote the negative semi-trajectory through P, and y ’ (P’) 
denote the positive semi-trajectory through P’. Then the region enclosed by 
y-(P), y ‘(P’) and the segmental arc P’GP of SK is a hyperbolic sector of 
8K (see [2, p. 1631). Hence Theorem 1 is proved. 
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However, it follows from (1.2) that J(P, Q) = 3x2 > 0 in the xy-plane. 
This fact, together with Theorem 1, implies that the above lemma of 
J. Cronin does not hold. 
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